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As I am preparing to embark on an almost two weeks trip 
in China to promote IFITT and collaboration with a number 
of Chinese Universities I am reflecting on all the 
developments we have achieved and the great prospects 
emerging. During my second term in office I concentrated 
in developments and to increase the IFITT footprint 
globally. In October I was in Brazil, now China and in 
March and April Russia bringing the IFITT flag around and 
facilitating networking and progress. Naturally I am 
promoting ENTER and IFITT to everybody and I am 
expanding IFITTs footprint globally. I am very excited and 
proud of all the chapter developments. I am hoping to be 
the catalyst for developing IFITTchina and the event in 
Beijing on the 5th December organized at Beijing Union 
University with the Tourism Tribune Journal should help us  
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“Vivamus porta 
est sed est.” 

 
 
 

with that. http://www.lyxk.com.cn/EN/column/item102.shtml. On the 6th December Michael Fux 
and the IFITTswitzerland are organizing the http://etourism-monitor.ch/tpm/. IFITTfinland is being 
redevelop with an event that Juho has been leading and Alessandro went to support. IFITTspain 
collaborated with the Tourism Marketing conference in Barcelona in which I did a keynote. 
Engage and get involved! 
 
Really exciting times as we are heading to ENTER2014@Dublin with a great programme and 
fantastic presentations. Patrick and his team at the Dublin Institute of Technology are doing a 
great job to have an unforgettable conference. In the meanwhile ENTER2015@Lugano 
Switzerland is preparing and we will launch the web site in Dublin. IFITT organized a great event 
at the World Tourism Travel on Gaming and Gamifications for Tourism and Matthias Fuch 
presented the educational material online. Perhaps most importantly for the first time ever IFITT 
has offered two scholarships through the ICT4Development programme for two students in 
developing to join us at the ENTER2014 conference. Atanu Garai will join us from India and 
Konosoang Cecilia Mpiti will join us from Lesotho. 
 
I am extremely proud of what we are achieving and how we are influence the global agenda. I 
am very aware that my term in office will be completed in January I would like to encourage you 
to stand for election on the IFITT Board and also as IFITT President. We need to sustain and 
grow the wonderful things we have done in IFITT and ENTER. Engage and get involved! 
 
ENTER 2014@Dublin ready to go 
 
ENTER2014@Dublin is ready to go. Patrick Horan and his team at the Dublin Institute of 
Technology are working hard to organize a great event in Dublin with fantastic socials. Dublin will 
be a spectacular location for a fantastic conference. Wolfram and the team have done a great 
job to have a fantastic program See www.enter2014.org for updates. We have great speakers 
from Google, Facebook, Twitter, Kayak, Tripadvisor, Wydham Hotels and many other 
organizations to ensure that the content is incredibly rich. We also have a fantastic Irish 
Programme. Please share this information with all your contacts to promote the conference. 
 
ENTER2015@Lugano Switzerland is preparing 
 
We are preparing ENTER2015@Lugano Switzerland. We are starting building the programme 
team and the web site http://www.enter2015.org/. Iis and Alessandro Inversini will lead the 
Research Tracks of the conference. We are currently looking for the overall Chair as well as the 
PhD, Research and Industry Chairs.Please nominate yourself and let me know how you would 
like to be involved. 
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IFITT ICT4D SCHOLARSHIP 
 
Very pleased to announce that IFITT has offered two scholarships through the 
ICT4Development programme for two students in developing to join us at the ENTER2014 
conference.The winners of the IFITT ICT4D Scholarship are: 
 

• Atanu Garai from India for his research proposal about: 'Improving Carrier Access 
during Rural Emergencies (I-CARE)' 

• Konosoang Cecilia Mpiti from Lesotho for her research proposal about 'The potential 
use of ICT enhancing agrotourism in Lesotho' 

 
Both of them will receive: 
 
An assignment of a tutor; A funded participation at ENTER 2014 (up to 2, 000 Euros for travel, 
accomodation and conference fee); A free IFITT membership for one year. They will also 
receive an award during the conference. For more information please contact Alessandro 
Inversini who leads on this. http://www.ifitt.org/home/view/ict4d_scholarship 
 
The IFITT e-Tourism Curriculum 
 
The IFITT e-Tourism Curriculum was launched at the World Travel Market in London in 
November. As part of its Social Corporate Responsibility and its agenda to further enlarge the 
global e-Tourism community, IFITT is keen to disseminate knowledge about Tourism and 
Technology. We would like to encourage students, trainers and scholars from around the 
world, particularly those who are digitally excluded, to access educational material and 
information to enhance their topical understanding. The transmission of technical and 
intellectual skills and concepts through a variety of learning experiences enables learning 
individuals to develop career opportunities in today’s multicultural and technology-driven 
working society. IFITT supports this challenge around “life-long learning” by providing an e-
Tourism curriculum which is based on stakeholders’ and pedagogical needs. The objectives 
are: a) To gain insights into the tourism domain as one of the most important application fields 
of information and communication technologies (ICTS) b) To give an overview of different ICT 
applications along the tourism value chain c) To gain knowledge in typical usage scenarios of 
modern ICTS in the tourism domain. Contact Matthias Fuchs who is leading this 
http://www.ifitt.org/home/view/the_ifitt_eTourism_curriculum.  
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EVENTS ORGANISED OR SUPPORTED BY IFITT  
 
Past Events 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Thursday 5 December 2013  Beijing Union University – Beijing, China 
International e-Tourism Workshop 
The 2013 International e-Tourism Workshop aims to offer a platform to share and 
challenge state-of-the-art research and industrial case studies on the application of 
information and communication technologies to travel and tourism. The workshop will 
bring colleagues from academia and industries together and provide an opportunity 
for participants to spend one day to share and discuss with like-minded people as 
well as world-class experts on current developments of e-Tourism 
http://www.lyxk.com.cn/EN/column/item102.shtml   
 
Friday 6th December 2013 IFITTswitzerland http://etourism-monitor.ch/tpm/. 
"Digital Innovations Tourism" 
Tourism and new technologies are inexorably bound to converge to a "connected 
tourism." The 14th edition of the Tourism Professional Meeting (TpM) December 6, 2013 
will explore the role of digital innovations for tourism today. Augmented reality, playful 
mechanisms and "smart" mobile enable travelers to enrich their experience. This new 
digital tourism revolves around the SoLoMo (Social-Local-Mobile). The TpM will explore 
the impact and implications of digital innovations on creating tourism product but 
also on the management and marketing. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
MEMBERSHIP:  
 
With our systems in place we are now ready to have a major push and drive 
membership. We have clarified the Corporate and Discounted Corporate prices and 
benefits too. One of the major benefits is our ability to reinforce our corporate 
members http://www.ifitt.org/home/view/corporate-members. Please renew your 
membership as your current membership if you have not done so far and benefit 
from the exclusive benefits of accessing the ENTER research paper proceedings 
electronically, accessing the presentations of ENTER and many others. Please use our 
online system and report back if you experience any difficulties. 
 
NEW IDEAS:  
 
We are very open to new ideas and suggestions for IFITT activities, things that you feel 
that IFITT should be doing. Please send me an email with initiatives that you would like 
IFITT to take in the future. 
 
Yours Truly 
Professor Dimitrios Buhalis 
IFITT President 1st December2013   
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ENTER 2014 – www.enter2014.org 21st to 24th of January in Dublin 
 (edited by Wolfram Höpken) 

 
“Where Social Inspiration meets Dynamic eTourism Innovation” 
The ENTER 2014 conference programme is now completed, including full research 
track session details. Have a look at the full programme 
onwww.enter2014.org/Conference-Programme-127.htm. 
 
The programme includes 7 keynote speeches and 3 keynote panel discussions with 
top 
speakers like Mike Short (Telefonica Europe / O2 UK), Richard Lewis (Interchange & 
Consort Hotels Ltd & Best Western GB and Beacon Purchasing),Aoife Desmond 
(Facebook), Dave Pavelko (Google), Nate Bucholz (Google),Scott McLure 
(TripAdvisor), Sean O'Connor (Bing), Thomas Rödel (Amadeus),Kevin O’Sullivan 
(SITA),Des O’Mahony (Bookassist, Ireland), Ana Escurin (NH Hotels), 
 and Liz Ward (Australian Tourism Data Warehouse). 
 
The destinations and industry & innovation track are comprised of 10 presentation 
sessions and workshops and will cover cutting-edge themes like mobile services and 
constant connectivity, search and social media marketing, next generation of tourism 
standards, gamification in tourism and innovative approaches to digital content and 
communications. 
 
The research track will present 88 research papers, quality-proved by a double-blind 
review procedure, and a keynote presentation and award of the three best research 
papers of ENTER 2014. 
 
The Irish Day offers a programme, specifically tailored to the local eTourism 
community, with representatives from well-know organisations like Google Irland, 
Facebook, Fáilte Ireland, Tourism Ireland, and Guinness Storehouse. 
 
On a  PhD workshop, experienced researches and eTourism experts discuss research 
proposals of young researchers from different fields related to the topic of ICT and 
Tourism. 
 
Social highlights like the Welcome Reception at the Guinness Storehouse and the 
dinner at the Old Jameson Distillery round out an excellent overall programme and 
ENTER 2014 in Dublin is, for sure, an event you should not miss. If you haven’t booked 
ENTER yet, registration can be directly done via the ENTER website www.enter2014.org. 
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Board Elections @ ENTER 2014 (edited by Rodolfo Baggio) 

During the AGM at ENTER 2014 on 22rd January 2014 IFITT will hold the elections for the IFITT 
board 2014. Positions to be filled are a president and a total of six regular board members.  

Candidates are:  

 

 

Lorenzo Cantoni 
(Presidency) 
 

Anastasia Mariussen 
(Regular Membership) 
 

 

Paul Baron  
(Regular Membership) 
 

Christian Maurer  
(Regular Membership) 
 

 

Matthias Fuchs  
(Regular Membership) 
 

Dimitris Serifis  
(Regular Membership) 
 

 

Wolfram Höpken 
(Regular Membership) 
 

Brigitte Stangl  
(Regular Membership) 
 

 

Eric Kuan-Wen Lin 
(Regular Membership) 
 

Iis Tussyadiah  
(Regular Membership) 
 

 

Alessandro Inversini 
(Regular Membership) 
 

Zheng (Phil) Xiang  
(Regular Membership) 
 

 

Please take some time before the assembly to read the list of the candidates and their 
profiles that are available on the IFITT website under Board Elections. Voting takes place at 
the AGM between 18:30 – 19:30 by fully-paid (on the day of election) IFITT members. The 
votes will be collected and counted during the AGM. The new President and IFITT Board will 
be announced towards the end of the AGM.  
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IFITT ICT4D Scholarship: meet the winners of the competition!  

(edited by Alessandro Inversini) 

In 2013 IFITT launched the IFITT ICT4D (Information and Communication Technologies fro 
Development) scholarship in order to fund two talented researchers to attend ENTER2014 in 
Dublin. The scholarship intends to promote research excellence from developing and 
emerging countries to provide a positive impact onto researchers respective communities 
through the application of ICT in tourism.  

Launched in mid 2013 the first edition of the IFITT ICT4D scholarship collected 14 submissions 
from 12 countries. The two top students have been chosen through a rigorous peer reviewed 
selection process by a panel of academic experts.  

On behalf of IFITT the academic panel is happy to welcome in Dublin: 

Mrs. Konosoang Mipti from Cape Peninsula University of Technology (South Africa), who 
submitted a paper entitled “The potential use of ICT enhancing agrotourism in Lesotho”.  

Mr. Atanu Garai from Indira Gandhi National Open University (India) who submitted a 
paper entitled “Improving Carrier Access during Rural Emergencies (I‐CARE)” 

Mrs. Mipti and Mr. Garai will be IFITT guest at ENTER2014 in Dublin and will present their studies 
during the PhD Workshop (Tuesday, January 21st).  

“On behalf of the IFITT board and on behalf of the selection panel I am honoured to 
welcome at ENTER 2014 Mrs. Mipti and Mr. Garai. I am also delighted by the success of the 
first IFITT ICT4D scholarship competition. We are planning to re-launch the competition also 
for ENTER2015 hoping to meet other interesting individuals and researchers from around the 
world that are willing to make a contribution to their communities through the research in IT 
and tourism.”  

Alessandro Inversini,  
IFITT ICT4D Scholarship Coordinator   
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                       Konosoang ‘Connie’ Mpiti 

‘Conni’ is a Masters student in Business Information Systems at the Faculty 
of Informatics and Design at Cape Peninsula University of Technology 
(CPUT) in Mosotho, South Africa. In addition to her degree she is currently 
working as Information Technology Postgraduate Administrator at CPUT. 
Prior to this she worked in Kuoni Private Safaris, one of the leading tour 
operators in South Africa. Connie is a quality driven person, has the 
willingness to learn and enjoys doing research. She loves challenges and is 
always willing to put extra effort at all times. 

Connie received the IFITT ICT4D Scholarship for her study about ‘The potential use of ICT 
enhancing agrotourism in Lesotho’.  She thinks that, like in any other industry, changes driven 
by technology posed a major challenge in agritourism production and marketing, especially 
to farms that do not have access to and knowledge about technologies in agritourism. Her 
study explores how the different types of ICT available for agritourism can help contribute to 
local development and  overcome potential barriers that may inhibit the use of these 
technologies by farmers in rural communities of Lesotho. However, according to her, the 
contribution of agritourism to development depends on the generation and delivery of new 
technologies and these technologies are described as information intensive. With her 
research she wants to provide the farmers with a practical and communicable framework, 
which identifies the different types of ICTs that are available to farmers in rural communities 
to use with the aim of contributing towards agritourism developments and factors that 
inhibits the use of these technologies in agritourism projects. She also aims to contribute to 
the body of knowledge and to increase the understanding about how these technologies 
can be used by farmers to enhance agritourism. Connie thinks that in 20 years time the 
agritourism industry will have the potential to overturn negative economic impacts by 
bringing in visitors and creating new jobs and local ventures for rural communities.  

IFITT congratulates ‘Connie’ for the winning the IFITT ICT4D Scholarship and is very keen to 
meet her at ENTER 2014.  
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Atanu Garai 

Atanu Garai is currently doing a master degree in computing at the 
School of Computer and Information Sciences at Indira Gandhi National 
Open University in India. Here, he receives theoretical as well as practical 
education and training in design and development of computer 
applications. Atanu has long been interested in exploring the potential of 
information technology in tourism sector because he believes that tourism 
is a key source of income for a large section of population in in Odisha, 
India. He thinks that private and public sectors should cooperate in 

developing websites to inform potential tourists about facilities and travel. 

Atanu received the IFITT ICT4D Scholarship for his study about ‘Improving Carrier Access 
during Rural Emergencies (iCARE)’. iCARE stands for ‘Improved Carrier Access during Rural 
Emergencies’ (iCARE)’, a project that Atanu is working on as part of his degree. It is based on 
the idea of using volunteered vehicles that would otherwise remain idle and making them 
available to rural Indians to transport beneficiaries to health facilities during emergencies. 
With the realization of iCARE, health workers would enroll as volunteers in a call centre that 
assigns vehicles in locations nearby to beneficiaries requesting vehicles for transportation. 
iCARE aims to overcome existing challenges by providing timely, cost-effective, and reliable 
transportation, primarily to pregnant women and their families, to visit their nearby 
healthcare facilities. One of the reasons for this project was that in rural India and elsewhere, 
pregnant women and their families remain reluctant to avail institutional delivery, often due 
to limited and timely information on access to carriers. Through the iCARE project, a software 
will be developed for enrolling the volunteered vehicles and connecting beneficiaries and 
volunteer vehicles. Atanu’s study will generate knowledge about the practical aspects of 
software development and research on human computer interface that will help the 
development of software applications acceptable to the community of health workers 
participating in the iCARE project.  Atanu believes that although the iCARE project is yet to 
be proven on the ground for its efficacy, it has the potential to be useful in tourism sector as 
well.  

IFITT congratulates Atanu for the winning the IFITT ICT4D Scholarship and is very keen to meet 
him at ENTER 2014.  
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byline 

Lorem Ipsum 

News from IFITT Education (edited by Matthias Fuchs) 

As part of its Corporate Social Responsibility and its agenda to further enlarge the global e-
Tourism community, IFITT is keen to disseminate knowledge about Tourism and Technology. 
Therefore IFITT launched a collection of advanced knowledge gathering tools, called the 
IFITT Digital Knowledge Bank, at the World Travel Market on November 4, 2013. IFITT 
encourages students, trainers and scholars from around the world, particularly those who are 
digitally excluded, to access this educational material in order to enhance their topical 
understanding. The IFITT Digital Knowledge Bank is freely available to everyone on the IFITT 
Website.  

One of the recently implemented education tools is the IFITT eTourism Wikipedia, which is an 
eTourism -specific Wikipedia with more than 40 contributions from scholars in the field of e-
Tourism. The IFITT eTourism Wikipedia can be accessed at http://ifitt.org/home/view/ifitt-e-
tourism-wikipedia.  

Moreover IFITT has developed its IFITT Digital Library into a parameterized search mechanism 
for finding abstracts from the ENTER Proceedings and the Journal for Information Technology 
in Travel and Tourism (JITT). The new IFITT Digital Library can now filter searches for articles by 
year, title, author and keyword. The tool can be accessed at http://ifitt.org/home/digital_lib.  

Finally the IFITT eTourism Curriculum has been extended to a more advanced collection of 
open learning resources, up-to-date case studies and lecturing material,  covering the 
content areas of ‘ ICT and Tourism Introduction’, ’ICT Usage in Tourism and Case Studies 
Trends and Technical Applications’. The IFITT eTourism Curriculum can be accessed at 
http://ifitt.org/home/view/the_ifitt_eTourism_curriculum.  

Apart from these new education tools IFITT provides a number of other eTourism resources, 
such as IFITT eTourism news, the IFITT Newsletter, the IFITT Junctions and a Research Distil for 
free to the global eTourism community. IFITT members can additionally access the 
proceedings and materials of all previous ENTER conferences.  

 
With best wishes  
IFITT Education Director 
Prof. Matthias Fuchs, European Tourism Research Institute, Mid-Sweden University 
 

IFITT Education panel 
Prof. Rodolfo Baggio, Bocconi University  
Prof. Wolfram Höpken, University of Applied Sciences Ravensburg  
Prof. Ulrike Gretzel, University of Wollongong 
Ma. Kai Kronenberg, Mid-Sweden University 

-  

 



 

 

Student Self Presentations (edited by Ulrike Gretzel)!

Matthew Krawczyk 

Hello! I am a first-year Ph.D. student in the Hospitality & 
Tourism Management department at Virginia Tech.  Both 
my B.S. and Masters were in Hospitality & Tourism 
Management from the University of Central Florida, with a 
focus in both restaurant management and point of sale 
systems.  

My industry background is grounded in operations 
management, with experience as a restaurant manager 
in both free-standing and hotel locations, theme park 

food and beverage management and two years as a tour operator.  During this time, I was 
fortunate enough to be a point person and administrator for information systems such as 
MICROS, Aloha, ICE, OpenTable and other proprietary customer relationship management 
(CRM) systems. 

Due to my industry experience, I have gained a unique understanding of the opportunities 
and challenges presented in the business world.  Working with management on a property 
and corporate level allows me to appreciate the critical importance of technology for the 
success of a firm.  My current research interests include analysis and evaluation of hotel and 
restaurant information systems, analytics for consumer perception of firm identity, 
performance measurement in hospitality enterprises, and management 
interaction/interpretation of support system data. Whenever possible, I am also pursuing a 
better understanding of relevant tools such as R, GATE and Python for use both as research 
methods and as tools by which to capture, process, and interpret data from both a 
consumer and corporate perspective. 

It is an exciting prospect to think of the possibilities IT lends to Hospitality & Tourism and a 
journey which I truly look forward to.  Thank you and I hope to meet some of you in the near 
future! 

 

Matt Krawczyk 
mattjk@vt.edu 
Virginia Tech 
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Duangthida Nunthapirat 

I am a PhD student in the School of Hospitality and 
Tourism Management, University of Surrey (UK). I study 
under the supervision of Prof. Andrew Lockwood and 
Dr.Brigitte Stangl. My research is about “Online Brand 
Image Management for the Hospitality Industry”. I am 
particularly interested in examining the drivers of online 
brand image from a holistic point of view and to find out 
how online brand experience (including website and 
customer online platform) influences hotel customer 

perceptions of the hotel brand and impacts their subsequent behaviours. Both qualitative 
and quantitative approaches have been applied to my current study.  

For my educational background, I completed a Master Degree of Business Administration, 
concentrated on Marketing Management from the University of Technology Sydney, 
Australia in 2006. Before that I also obtained an MSc in Hospitality Management from the 
University of Birmingham. My Master Dissertation was entitled “Outsource the Management 
of Hotel Restaurant, A Case Study Bangkok Marriott Resort and Spa, Thailand”.  For my 
previous work experience before I started my PhD, I worked as a full-time lecturer in the 
Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality Industry in Rangsit University, Thailand. In the year 2008, I 
was promoted to be the Head of Bachelor of Arts in Hotel and Restaurant Program. In 
addition, I also did research with two lecturers from the Faculty of Health and Medical 
Science in Rangsit University about "Hotel Business: Quality of Life Issue”, involving a pilot 
study in 2009. I also work with industry as a member of the Thailand Hotel Standard 
Committee arranged by the Thai Hotel Association. My main responsibility is to audit the 
standard of hotels in Thailand in order to certify the hotel star rating award. 

I was introduced to the IFITT conference by my supervisor and I got my paper accepted for 
presentation at the ENTER2014 conference. It will be a good opportunity for me to share my 
research interests with other scholars in the same field. I also joined the IFITT LinkedIn Group in 
which I found many useful discussions relevant to my research field. 

 

Duangthida Nunthapirat 
d.nunthapirat@surrey.ac.uk 
School of Hospitality and Tourism Management 
University of Surrey 
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Heejeong Han 

I am a PhD student at the College of Hotel and Tourism 
Management as well as a researcher in the Smart Tourism 
Research Center (STRC, http://strc.khu.ac.kr) at Kyung Hee 
University, Korea. I hold a bachelor in Economics and 
Tourism Management and a master degree in Hotel and 
Tourism management from Kyung Hee University. Before I 
began my master’s course, I worked in a travel agency 
and KISTI (Korea Institute of Science and Technology 
Information) for 4 years. Through those prior job 
experiences, I become interested in tourists’ use of 

information technology. Therefore, I made my own decision to return to school for studying 
issues related to IT and tourism.  

Currently, I am studying under Prof. Namho Chung, who is actively researching ‘tourism & IT”. 
My research interest is focused on the role of IT for a tourist including behavior, tourism 
information, and tourism marketing. Particularly, I am interested in new trends in IT adoption 
and usage such as social media, smart phone, augmented reality, etc. In addition, at 
present, I am involved in a research project funded by the National Research Foundation of 
Korea as a research assistant, entitled “Building Competitive Advantage through Creating 
Smart Tourism Ecosystems”.  The project team members are composed of Professors: Namho 
Chung, Chulmo Koo, William Hunter from Kyung Hee University, and Ulrike Gretzel from the 
University of Wollongong, Australia.   

In Korea, three stakeholders are playing essential roles related to tourism and IT. First, as for 
Korean people, they are passionate about using information technologies that are rapidly 
developed, adopted, diffused, and infused into their lives. Second, as for Korean 
government, it provides not only tourism policy but also IT infrastructure in a timely manner. 
Lastly, Korean corporate companies have fiercely competed against each other to gain 
and sustain their wireless broadband market share in Korea. In summary, the theme of 
tourism and IT has become an essential interest for the tourism industry in Korea. 

I have published papers on tourists’ behavior and perceptions of social media in Korea. The 
subject of master’s thesis “The Roles of Social Influence and Social Capital for Tourism 
Information Sharing in Social Media” was to examine why tourism information could be 
shared in social media, for which I adopted the elaboration likelihood model (ELM), social 
influence theory, and social capital theory. I presented the paper with our research team 
including Prof. Namho Chung and Prof. Chulmo Koo at PACIS (Pacific Asian Conference of 
Information Systems) 2013. This December, I will participate in the 2nd World Research 
Summit for Hospitality and Tourism and present a paper which examines cognitive and 
emotional thinking processes of tourists using a recommender system during an exhibition. In 
the future, I plan to focus on smart tourism ecosystems.Next year, I will finally participate in 
ENTER 2014. I am very much looking forward to meeting students and scholars studying 
tourism and IT in Dublin. 

Heejeong Han 
Kyung Hee University 
hhj0922@khu.ac.kr 
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What’s New In Journals (edited by Ulrike Gretzel) 

Title: E-WOM and Accommodation: An Analysis of the Factors That Influence Travelers’ 
Adoption of Information from Online Reviews 
Authors: Raffaele Filieri and Fraser McLeay 
Journal: Journal of Travel Research, 53(1), 44-57. 

Title: Social Networking Technologies and the Moral Economy of Alternative Tourism: The 
Case of Couchsurfing.org 
Authors: Jennie Germann Molz 
Journal: Annals of Tourism Research, 43(October), 210-230. 

 
The purpose of this study is to examine the role social 
networking technologies play in the moral economy of 
alternative tourism. The study takes as its empirical focus the 
online hospitality exchange network Couchsurfing. Using the 

concept of �moral affordances�, the analysis outlines the way 

Couchsurfing � s technical systems, software design, and 

search algorithms enable participants to engage in a moral 
economy based on the non-commodified provision of 
accommodation to strangers and personal relations of trust 
and intimacy. Findings suggest that these affordances are not 
isolated effects of the technologies themselves, but rather 
reflect a broader moral landscape in which alternative 
tourism is performed. 
 

Online reviews (ORs) are continuing to foster a renewed 
spread of word-of-mouth in the travel industry. Travelers are 
increasingly using ORs to inform them about 
accommodations and other tourism-related products. As 
such, it is important to improve our understanding of the 
behavioral consequences of e-word-of-mouth. In this article, 
we adopt the elaboration likelihood model to identify what 
influences travelers to adopt information from ORs in their 
decision making. We measure the influence of six dimensions 
of information quality that are part of the central route and 
two dimensions that are associated with the peripheral route 
of persuasion. The results of this study reveal that product 
ranking, information accuracy, information value-added, 
information relevance, and information timeliness are strong 
predictors of travelers’ adoption of information from ORs on 
accommodations. These results imply that high-involvement 

travelers adopt both central (information quality) and peripheral (product ranking) routes 
when they process information from ORs. 
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Title: Online travel purchasing: A literature review 
Authors: Suzanne Amaro and Paulo Duarte  
Journal: Journal of Travel and Tourism Marketing, 30(8), 755-785. 

Over the past two decades, there has been an increasing 
focus on the development of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICTs), as well as the impact 
that they have had on the tourism industry and on travelers’ 
behaviors. However, research on what drives consumers to 
purchase travel online has typically been fragmented. In 
order to better understand consumers’ behavior toward 
online travel purchasing, this article offers a review of 
articles that were published in leading tourism and 
hospitality journals, the ENTER proceedings, and several 
articles from other peer-reviewed journals, found on the 
main academic search databases. The antecedents of 
online travel shopping found are classified into three main 
categories: Consumer Characteristics, Perceived Channel 
Characteristics, and Website and Product Characteristics. 
Finally, this study identifies several gaps and provides some 
orientation for future research. 
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Review and Forecast 

The last month of 2013 has arrived, it’s time to review existing campaigns and roll out next 
year’s strategies. 2013: Is this the year of real returns and social media coming of age? How 
the predictions in 2012 from travel executives goes? Tnooz Predictions 2013 – The biggest and 
best list in travel technology; More on 2013: Seamless integration, share-of-wallet and the 
single truth. Will visual story-telling make the difference? Find Success in 2014: Digital 
Marketing Strategies for Hotel Marketers. How about wearable technologies? Can devices 
like Google Glass augment our activities without -distracting us from the physical world?  

Hotels 

Online channels help hotel to distribute the products, however, can Hotels Reduce OTA 
Dependency? Search engine optimization is always important to any organizations, 
therefore Google Carousel: The New Feature Hoteliers Can’t Afford to Ignore. Besides, hotels 
should always provide a fun and enjoyable environment to their customers, why not Hotels 
gamify loyalty programs? One of the most common questions about social media is “ROI”, a 
case study shows How a hotel chain made $2 million using social media. Technologies not 
only help hotels enhance operation efficiency but also help Marriott Hotels reimagines travel 
with augmented reality.  

 
Airlines and Airports 

Social media is proven not only plays an important role in marketing, but also in crisis 
management (Asiana Airlines Flight 214 crash-landing in SFO – Crisis Management Case 
Study and Analysis). Furthermore, it helps travel airlines to improve brand images (A tweeting 
plane to celebrate Royal Brunei Airline’s first 787 Dreamliner). The quality of technology could 
affect the staff performance so Airline IT – what is the impact on travellers and employees? 

Destination 

Australia has taken destination marketing into a brand new level by Remote Control Tourists, 
which is a combination of real person, GPS, Google map, Facebook and Twitter. Besides, to 
assists their tourism operators to improve online presence, Australian Tourism Data Warehouse 
Tourism e-kit provides information to operators to help them make the most of online 
opportunities. With the increasing number of Chinese traveler, knowing their characteristics 
could help - Chinese traveller profiles – viewed through the lens of social media. 
 
To obtain more e-tourism industry news, please download our bi-weekly IFITT junction from: 
http://www.ifitt.org/home/view/ifitt_junctions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Industry News (edited by Rosanna Leung)!

http://www.eyefortravel.com/social-media-and-marketing/2013-year-real-returns-and-social-media-coming-age
http://www.tnooz.com/predictions-2013
http://www.tnooz.com/predictions-2013
http://www.tnooz.com/article/more-on-2013-seamless-integration-share-of-wallet-and-the-single-truth-video/
http://www.tnooz.com/article/more-on-2013-seamless-integration-share-of-wallet-and-the-single-truth-video/
http://blog.vfmleonardo.com/find-success-in-2014/
http://blog.vfmleonardo.com/find-success-in-2014/
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/517346/the-paradox-of-wearable-technologies/
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/517346/the-paradox-of-wearable-technologies/
http://ehotelier.com/hospitality-news/item.php?id=25886_0_11_0_C
http://ehotelier.com/hospitality-news/item.php?id=25886_0_11_0_C
http://www.hebsdigital.com/blog/google-carousel-the-new-feature-hoteliers-cant-afford-to-ignore/
http://www.tnooz.com/article/future-loyalty-programs-social/
http://www.tnooz.com/article/future-loyalty-programs-social/
http://www.tnooz.com/article/social-media-starwood-travel-exclusives
http://www.mobilemarketer.com/cms/news/software-technology/16391.html
http://www.mobilemarketer.com/cms/news/software-technology/16391.html
http://simpliflying.com/2013/asiana-airlines-flight-214-crash-in-sfo-crises-management-case-study-and-analysis/
http://simpliflying.com/2013/asiana-airlines-flight-214-crash-in-sfo-crises-management-case-study-and-analysis/
http://simpliflying.com/2013/a-tweeting-plane-to-celebrate-royal-brunei-airline-first-787/
http://simpliflying.com/2013/a-tweeting-plane-to-celebrate-royal-brunei-airline-first-787/
http://www.tnooz.com/article/airline-it-what-is-the-impact-on-travellers-and-employees/
http://remotecontroltourist.com/
http://tourismekit.atdw.com.au/
http://tourismekit.atdw.com.au/
http://tourismekit.atdw.com.au/
http://www.tnooz.com/article/chinese-travellers-profile-analysis-lens-social-media/
http://www.ifitt.org/home/view/ifitt_junctions
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